
    You are invited to a gathering in Berkeley with:
                  Siegfried Finser               
       For conversation about his inspiring books:
                     Footprints of an Angel, 
                          Money Can Heal, 
      children’s books and about Waldorf enrollment 
                and his newly released trilogy of:
• COLLISION: The battle between unscrupulous intellect and caring heart is 

poignantly portrayed as the president of PTP Corporation ruthlessly secures 
acquisition of AIC Corporation. He is so smart, his subordinates hardly know 
how to interpret his commands and often fall short. Stockholders love him, but 
there may be failure amdist his achievements. The lovely, kindhearted Lucinda 
Brahms loses her job but gains what is most precious to her.  And a young 
couple find each other in spite of intrigues and old secrets as they escape 
overshadowing evil and survive to fight again on their own terms. Light and 
dark, warm and cold intersect as the key figures collide in the struggle for 
power.

• LONELY EXPIATION: Armand Dillon, the evil master mind of PTP Inc. reaches 
the pinnacle of success and is still not satisfied. Manipulating friends and 
enemies, he attempts social acceptance in upper class culture using tricks that 
won him business success. Just when he thinks he is succeeding he's undone 
by strange qualities he doesn't know how to overcome—the innocent love of 
children, adult strength, character, and balanced idealism, The surprise ending 
is a puzzle of human nature.

• CRISIS AT THE THRESHOLD: From his prison cell, Armand Dillon designs a 
plot to defeat his enemies and regain prominence by soliciting the help of 
convicts up for parole. Other characters face crossroads of new careers, 
possible betrayls and great challenges. Rachel, Armand’s long-suffering ex-wife 
has mysterious spiritual experiences that test her sanity and beliefs. Through 
study and meditation, she approaches spiritual initiation and lives through a 
threshold crisis. Waldorf education, Rudolf Steiner and Anthroposophy come to 
her aid and move into the mainstream of human experience. Emily, is a nine-
year-old heroine who demonstrates remarkable courage and discernment as 
the twelve characters move forward in their development and destinies. 

• Please RSVP to: Carol Wolfley, 510 549-3319  cgwolfley@comcast.net
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